
When you lead from a place of 
calling — that inner urge, conviction, 
or passion that tells you how you, as 
a leader, can make a unique, positive 
contribution in this moment for your 
team, business, and beyond — you’re 
laser-focused on what matters most 
and have the inspiration and energy  
to make it happen. 

The next page includes a quick 
exercise to spark some inspiration 
and help you start what we call a 
Leadership Calling Story — a personal 
narrative for how you’re choosing to 
lead in your next chapter.

Want to explore more? 

You can learn more about creating Leadership Calling Stories 
through the following article and video.

Read the Medium article, Leaders: Set your year’s intention now.

Watch Tournesol’s founder, Alicia Hare Ph.D.,  talk at the World 
Business Forum 2021, Writing Your Leadership Calling Story.

Tournesol coaching programs 

Develop your leadership narrative and approach
In a few, short collaborative sessions, we work with you 1:1 to 
write your Leadership Calling Story and develop a roadmap 
of concrete steps you can take to begin to act on it.

Elevate your team’s effectiveness 
Working with you and your team, we’ll co-create your 
shared Leadership Calling Story outlining the impact you 
want to create together, the kind of team you can become, 
and the actions you’ll need to take to make both possible.

Reinspire your leaders
To help refocus and reenergize your leaders, we guide up to 
20 of your senior leaders through an immersive experience 
to help them do the inner reflection needed to write their 
personal Leadership Calling Stories. 

Tap into  
your 
calling



Imagine you’ve done the work. How are things better as a result? Whose lives have you touched and at what 
scale? How have you elevated performance and created value for others? 

What actions do you need to take? Who can help? What resources might you need? Think about concrete 
steps you can take to begin to make your brighter future real.
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When I’ve realized that calling, the brighter future 
I’ve created looks like...

To get started on creating that brighter future,  
the first 2-3 things to do are...

This can be any challenge you’re facing in the world or at work that impacts you, your team, your 
organization, or your industry (like COVID, taking on a new role, or a team that’s burned out).

1 The moment I’m in is...

Do what? Make a positive impact? Leave a legacy? Improve lives? It could be big, like writing the next 
chapter of your company. Or small and specific, like helping your team reenergize.

2 In this moment I feel called to...

Now that you’ve jotted down some thoughts, read each sentence out loud. Does hearing them together 
spark any insights? How does it make you feel? Finish the exercise by committing to complete one of the 
first actions you identified in the next 1-2 weeks.

Start your Leadership Calling Story
Here’s a quick exercise you can do on your own to connect to your Leadership Calling and begin acting on it. 
Take a minute or two to complete each of these sentences. (Don’t overthink it; just jot down what comes up.)



Tournesol is a leadership consulting firm that 

partners with CEOs, senior leaders, and their teams 

using a unique model called lead brighter.™

When you lead brighter, you harness your platform —  

people, power, influence, and money — to create 

a brighter future, one filled with shared prosperity, 

equality, connection, discovery, beauty, and joy.  

Using our innovative set of tools, you’ll spark 

new offerings, experiences, and business models 

to generate growth and profits, while making a 

measurable impact on people’s lives.

Connect with us to learn how to lead brighter.

leadbrighter.com 

hello@leadbrighter.com
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